Seismic response of raised lattice shell roofs is known to be complicated due to the coupled vertical response when subjected to horizontal ground motions. The authors have proposed a simple response evaluation method for spherical domes and cylindrical shell roofs using amplification factors and equivalent static actions. However, it has only been verified for a limited number of shapes, which do not include the increasingly popular freeform roof topologies. In this paper, the previously proposed method is expanded to freeform structures generated with optimization methods and numeric form finding. The effect of parameters such as the roof shape, rise/span ratio, and supporting substructure on the seismic response is studied, and the simple evaluation method extended and verified for freeform shapes.
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Introduction
Seismic response of raised lattice shell roofs is known to be complicated due to the coupled vertical response when subjected to horizontal ground motions. The authors have proposed a simple response evaluation method for spherical domes and cylindrical shell roofs using amplification factors and equivalent static actions. However, it has only been verified for a limited number of shapes, which do not include the increasingly popular freeform roof topologies. In this paper, the previously proposed method is expanded to freeform structures generated with optimization methods and numeric form finding. The effect of parameters such as the roof shape, rise/span ratio, and supporting substructure on the seismic response is studied, and the simple evaluation method extended and verified for freeform shapes.
The setting of numerical models
A parametric study is conducted for freeform lattice roofs with supporting substructures and square or trapezoid plans. Roof shapes are designed as optimal solutions targeting either maximum buckling strength (Pcr) or minimum total strain energy (Es), or funicular forms against vertical distributed loads (G) or normal pressures (P). The rise/span ratio is varied from 0.1 to 0.3, the cross section areas held constant, and the out-of-plane stiffness approximating an equivalent section with a cross section depth/total span ratio of around 1/50.
The supporting structures are designed so that their horizontal story drift angle against a base shear ratio of 0.3 is less than 1/200 rad.
Accuracy of response spectrum method against time-history analysis.
Response spectrum analysis with CQC method and time-history analysis is used to verify the proposed method. El Centro, Hachinohe and JMA Kobe NS components are used for the time history analysis.
Seismic response of freeform roofs with various shapes and rise/span ratios
First, the seismic responses of the roofs designed in Section 2 are evaluated with response spectrum analysis. Equivalent seismic acceleration formulas are proposed based on those previously determined for spherical lattice domes and cylindrical lattice shells. The results of the proposed formulas are compared with the response obtained by response spectrum analysis, and their validity is confirmed.
Seismic response of freeform roofs supported by substructures with various natural periods
The seismic response of the roofs with supporting substructures of various natural periods is evaluated and compared with response amplification factor formulas previously proposed for domes and shells with substructures. The proposed formulas are confirmed to be valid for freeform roofs.
Seismic response of freeform roofs supported by substructures with various weights
When the supporting substructures are heavy, the roof response excitation is amplified. The excitation effects are also compared with the previously proposed formulas for domes and shells with substructures. As results, the proposed formulas are confirmed to be effective even against roofs with heavy substructures.
Range of application of the proposed methods
To confirm the range of applicability, the roof shapes are expanded to gourd shapes, and the response of roofs with various rise/span ratios are evaluated by response spectrum analysis and the proposed amplification factor method. Even with the gourd shapes, the proposed method gives reasonable results, showing robust characteristics.
Conclusions
In summary:
1) The seismic response of freeform roofs is not significantly affected by the form finding method for a given rise/span ratio and plan shape.
2) The proposed response evaluation methods based on those previously determined for domes and shells with substructures are considered to be valid, even with substructures of various stiffnesses and weights.
3) The proposed method is considered to be applicable to freeform gourd shapes with various rise/span ratios. （2016 年 2 月 9 日原稿受理，2016 年 6 月 15 日採用決定）
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